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Reviewer's report:

This is a well-written commentary addressing an important issue which carries the potential to act as a starting-point for further research on the issues which it raises. I am happy to recommend it for publication.

I just have some very minor suggestions for linguistic tidying, as follows:

p.2 (first page of body of text), ln 39, replace 'welcomed' with 'welcome';

p.3, ln. 34, replace 'not a single' with 'not one';

p.3, ln. 37, replace 'which were indexed' with 'as indexed';

p.3, ln. 46, delete 'using';

p.3, ln. 55, the use of the word 'underexplored' does not make sense in the context of that sentence. Replace with 'needed', 'neccessary', or similar;

p. 4, ln. 5, insert comma after 'historical'.
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